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Maybe our love is a cookbook 
Because we move on like we’re following a recipe for making life easy: 
 

Take everything we own and sell it 
Box what you can’t get cash for and give it away 
What you can’t donate gather up into your arms 
Carry it out to the curb and drop it in the recycling 
Sweep the rest into a pile and burn it to ash 
Let the wind take the ash and scatter it  
It doesn’t matter where it goes as long we go when it does 
to where it will never find us 
So leave nothing behind us but windchimes just to remind us 
where we’ve been. 
Leave only that and the legend of our love and get in the damn car kid 
We’ve got places to go. 

 
In the glove box you’ll find a piece of paper  
Folded up where the maps used to be. 
If you open it you’ll see I wrote Home on both sides 
Because my home will be wherever you’re headed 
And wherever I’m going you’re my permanent shotgun 
So open up the Doritos and crack me a red bull 
We are on a lifelong journey to nowhere in particular 
And when we get to a place that looks good for awhile 
Smile 
Because unpacking is easy with us 
Just turn the lights on and kick off your shoes 
Kiss me on the lips and say home. 

 
See so maybe our love is a cookbook 
Because that’s how we get down 
 
Or maybe… 
 
maybe our love is like a book of magic 
and our hands hold a magic trick 
and whenever we hold hands we don’t disappear  
but the opposite 
right in front of our eyes 
we appear more beautiful before each other 
and wherever we are looks remarkably like home. 
 
Or it’s possible our love is a choose your own adventure 
and I began the adventure of a lifetime 
by following my lifeline across my palm  
into your hand 
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into a land where you take my hand  
and stand with me beneath a palm tree 
that grew from the palm of your hand 
 
Perhaps our love is a journal 
and we will revel daily in the smallest details of what a life is 
and every day will be an opportunity to confide in you  
the things I struggle to say out loud. 
 
Or maybe it’s a how to manual for playing Poker 
Because as soon as you called  
I saw your heart and laid my diamond down  
And we bet our lives on the fact that no other couple could beat our pair 
and if I spent my whole life looking  
I would never find a better hand to hold then yours. 
 
Perhaps our love is an old wives tale 
Because I want to love you into an old wife telling tales of our life together 
 
Our love is a memoir and not a comic book and that type of real life is hard. 
The whole world will love you on your best days.  
Brave are the precious few who will love you on your worst. 
 
So on them bad days  
When the instinct to run is strong 
I want you to get the opposite of gone 
I want you all the way here 
As if fear has you sweating super glue from your palm 
So that the scarier the moment  
The tighter our bond. 
My home is in your heart  
so when the bad days come  
we’ll make our fingers into windows and interlock them up tight 
And our storm cellar has a bed in it 
So turn my ribs to windchimes 
And hang them from your lips  
daring the winds to blow. 
As our worst days will always provide the chance 
To dance  
 
Remember that my brave flavored girl. 
 
Remember that every storm that comes along 
Will be singing our song 
And your dance card is permanently filled 
And your hand is always on hold 
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And your heart is forever off the market 
So take a cigarette, spark it, pour me some rum 
and let the lightening come. 
we will simply kick our feet up as is our way and delight in it 
like little kids watching fireworks 
we will be all oohs and ahhs at the sight of our enlightenment 
as if the light went directly into you 
I saw my whole life flash before your eyes 
on the night I knew   
you were the one. 
 
So maybe our love is both a joke book and a bible at the same time 
Because nothing is more holy to me then your happiness 
And your laugh is the hallelujah to my lifelong prayer 
So take my hand and walk with me  
Talk with me a minute 
I’ve got this fairy tale of a life and you’re in it 
So won’t you please happily my ever after 
And glass slipper your perfect fit of a hand into mine 
I’ve got a proposition I want to run by you baby 
 
See maybe our love is like the hot new remix to some underground hit 
Because most dudes “drop it like its hot” to one knee 
But baby girl that’s not me 
I do things different 
I won’t even ask a question because it’s an insult to the answer to pretend I don’t know it 
As if you could possibly say no 
I know you better then that 
but I’ve always been good at playing your mind games 
And I don’t mind games so since our love is in the opposite of jeopardy 
I’ll propose like playing Jeopardy in reverse.  
Instead of answering with a question 
I will ask with a statement. 
One word 
No tears 
Simply “Here” 
And with that the ring is on 
And there will be nothing left to do but giggle  
at how easy it has always been to love you 
And since forever is a promise that must be recommitted to daily 
Every time we hold hands will be a promise made anew 
I promise you better then forever after all 
After all, all forever is a long string of todays all in a row 
So one summer morning on the last day of our life  
we will look back upon it all  
And realize we babystepped our way to forever  
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One day at a time 
And at the end of our time on earth 
We are not gone  
We simply move on 
The way we do 
 

Take everything we own and sell it 
Give the cash to our children, box up the rest and give it away 
What you can’t donate gather up into your arms 
Carry it out to the curb and drop it in the pail for recycling 
Sweep the rest into a pile and burn it to ash 
Let the wind take the ash and scatter it  
It doesn’t matter where it goes as long we go when it does 
to where it will never find us 
leave nothing behind us but windchimes just to remind us 
where we’ve been. 
Leave only that and the legend of our love and get in the damn car kid 
We’ve got places to go. 

 
And there’s a song being sung from every spot on the globe we’ve marked with an X 
I don’t know where we’re going next  
 
So maybe our love is a poem 
 
I only know that if I’m with you 
I’m home. 
 
 
 


